


It is a mental process of deciding how the available

sources of the family are used to achieve the family’s

goals and the decisions made in the management show

how these resources will be utilized. Hence, resources

play an important role in management. The resources at

hand should be used in such a way so that maximum

satisfaction isattained by the family.

Family Resource Management



Resources can be defined as ‘those materials or  

additional human attributes, which satisfy our  

wants and desires and help in achieving ourgoals.’

Some of these are tangible (that can be felt i.e.,  

material) and some are intangible (that cannot be felt  

i.e., immaterial).

RESOURCES



CLASSIFICATION OF RESOURCES



1. Human Resources

2. Non-Human Resources

❖ HUMAN RESOURCES : These includes those

resources which are inherited in person, i.e., they

cannot be separated from oneself. They depict the

personal characteristics and attributes of the person

and become his personality traits. These are also

called as immaterial resources. These resources are

less tangible and cannot be easily determined. Time,

energy, interest, skills, knowledge and abilities are

the examples of humanresources.

Resources can be divided into two 

categories :



ENERGY : Energy is that human resource which is related

to the human body. It is used to carry out every physical

and mental activity and also for metabolic processes,

such as breathing, blood circulation, digestion, etc., which

are essential to keep the body fit to work. It differs from

time and also varies greatly from person to person. With

the cooperation of other family members and by

distributing the work among them, expenditure of energy

canbe gently reduced.

TIME : Time is a fixed resource. A minute, an hour, whole

day or whole life, during which the person has to set and

achieve his goals is available to every one in equal amount

regardless of caste,creed and wealth or poverty. The time

once used can never return. So, it’s very important tospend

the time wisely.



KNOWLEDGE : Knowledge is a valuable human resource

that can be used for achieving the goals. Though it’s a

personal resource but we get it from society. Knowledge

helps a person in achieving hisgoals efficiently i.e., by the

minimumexpenditure of limited resources. It hasnoends and
is learnt at every step. For a homemaker, it can be about

nutritious food, care of the house and children, stitching or

saving and investmentof the money,etc.And a homemaker

shouldalways be alert to get such information.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS : Ability and Skill of a person in

some work is helpful in doing that work successfully and

efficiently which makes the achievement of goals easier, e.g.,

family has a goal of imparting higher education to their

children but the money is limited therefore, they find it difficult

to achieve their goal. If the housewife is efficient and skilled in

somejob, shecan work & earn and cancontribute to the family

income.So,thusit helps themto achieve theirgoal.



ATTITUDE AND INTEREST : Desire or Interest of the

person in doing the work ispurely a mental set up.

Everybody shouldadjust to the changing circumstances

.i.e., optimistic or pessimistic approach. Appreciation of

work done, encouraging and providing the facilities can

help to develop a positive attitude in a person. A person

has interest in any work only when it is finished early and

successfully. If a homemaker has interest in gardening can

savemoneyby growing vegetables at home.

Skill can be inherent or obtained after training. New skills

canbe learnt from family asa sourceof learning or from

some social organization from which the one can improve in

order to help the homemaker in the various fields.



❖ NON-HUMAN RESOURCES : These are the tangible (definite)

resources, which are available to a person for usebut not his part.

These are also known as material resources. These can be easily

identified. Generally, they are material goods, money and

community facilities. These comprise of one’s personal professions,

family professions and also resources available to you within one’s

community, state or nation, i.e., the libraries, parks and

recreational centres.

MONEY : Money meansthe purchasing power. It isa resource that

can be spent to buy all material resources and even some human

resources suchas knowledge, skills, etc. It can help to save limited

resources such as time and energy. It includes the salaries of

family members, income from a property, the savings and interest

on them.



PROPERTY AND MATERIAL GOODS :Thisgroup includes the

immovable property suchashouse,land, etc.And movable

property such as car, jewellery, etc. All durable and non-
durable things such as food, clothing, etc. The property and  

material goods are obtained by spending the money.

Property is a formof saved money and it can be sold again

to get the moneyfor achieving the goals.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES : It includes all those facilities

that a family can use as these are part and parcel of

society, e.g., school, hospital, library, park, market, roads,

electricity, water, etc. Some money in the form of taxes is

collected from the family for their upkeep and care.



-The classification of resources enables the person to identify

which resources originate internally and which are to be obtained

externally. Efforts should be made to earn the resources which are

to be obtained externally.

- Planning canbe done for the judicious useof limited resources.

-It enables the person to ascertain a specific resource and assess

its potential usein achieving the family goals.

-The success of the management process depends upon the

recognition, allocation and useof resources.


